
Gary,  
 
Filter 1: $62,500 
Filter 2: $62,500 
Flume 1: $30,000 
Flume 2: $30,000 
Water Feature: $29,732 
 
Total: $214,732.42 
 
Thank you.  

  

Charlie Bartlett 
Aquatic Consultant 
 

t:  (765) 522-1126  |  t:  (800) 642-6640 
 

c:  (678) 427-7343 
 

e:  cbartlett@spearcorp.com  |  w:  www.spearcorp.com 
  

 

 

  
On Feb 27, 2018, at 4:22 PM, Gary Couch <GCouch@orlandpark.org> wrote: 

Please break down the individual costs per unit so if all are not updated I have accurate pricing for each 
unit 
 
On Feb 27, 2018, at 3:42 PM, Charlie Bartlett <cbartlett@spearcorp.com> wrote: 

Hi Gary, 
  
Sorry for the confusion on the bid documents. Basically, what I did was write the general installation info 
under each pump including basic plumbing, electrical set up and applying the application to the VFD. 
The line item I added at the end is all of the miscellaneous, mainly valves, molded pipe fittings (this is a 
bulk of the cost), , extra materials necessary and electrical labor, conduit etc. The total for the entire 
pump room, all labor, start-up, operator training, electrical work etc. is the same amount, which is what 
was submitted ($214,732.42). Again, thank you for your cooperation and we look forward to working 
with you. 
  
Regards,  
  

 

Charlie Bartlett 
Aquatic Consultant 
 

 t:  (765) 522-1126  |  t:  (800) 642-6640 

 

c:  (678) 427-7343 

  

e:  cbartlett@spearcorp.com  |  w:  www.spearcorp.com 
 

a:  12966 North CR 50 West ,  Roachdale ,  IN  46172 
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Upcoming CPO Classes 
March 7-8  – Roachdale, IN @ Spear Corporation *Lunch Included Both Days 
April 11-12 – Roachdale, IN @ Spear Corporation *Lunch Included Both Days 

 

   
From: Gary Couch [mailto:GCouch@orlandpark.org]  
Sent: Tuesday, February 27, 2018 9:34 AM 
To: Charlie Bartlett <cbartlett@spearcorp.com> 
Cc: Nicole Merced <NMerced@orlandpark.org> 
Subject: ITB 18-010 
  
Good morning , in reviewing the bid submissions from yesterday I have several questions about you bid. 
  

1.       You have created a separate category of Miscellaneous (electrical, plumbing and valves) that 
totals out to $39,732. Each pump you additionally listed parts and electrical are these different 
electrical and part requirements?  What specifically are these funds purchasing ? 

2.       Is the dollar amount that you created in this category strictly for the Water play Feature pump 
under which it is listed?  

3.        If the dollar amount is for all the pumps what is the breakdown for each pump? What does 
each include? 

  
Please let me know your answers as soon as possible . 
  
Respectfully  
  

  

Gary 

  
Gary W. Couch, Jr., Director of Parks & Grounds, CPRP 
Village of Orland Park 14700 Ravinia Ave, Orland Park, Il 60462 
PH 708-403-6241 fax: 708-403-6292  gcouch@orlandpark.org 
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